In these notes the epitopological and pseudotopological fundamental group functors are introduced. These are functors from the category of pointed epitopological and pseudotopological spaces respectively, to the category of their respective group-objects. Their restrictions to the full subcategory of topological spaces are lifts of the topologized fundamental group functor introduced by Daniel Biss in [Bis02] and thus retain its information. At the same time, they show greater regularity inherited from the convenient properties of EpiTop and PsTop. Moreover, the use of such convenient categories permits, in principle, to apply general techniques from enriched homotopy theory. Our approach should be compared with the alternative improvement of Biss's functor developed by Jeremy Brazas in [Bra13] within the topological setting. Several open problems, including those aimed at understanding the precise relation to Brazas's approach, are scattered throughout the text.
Overview
The usual fundamental group functor π 1 : Top * → Grp which assigns to each pointed topological space (X, x 0 ) ∈ Top * the group of homotopy classes of based loops and to each based continuous map f : X → Y the group homomorphism [l] → [f • l] can be factorized as π 1 = π 0 • Ω where Ω : Top * → Top * is the loop space functor and π 0 : Top * → Set * is the path-component set functor. It is evident that the latter forgets the topological structure of Ω(X, x 0 ), thus throwing away potentially useful information encoded in it. A simple workaround to make this information available is to lift π 0 to a functor π 0 : Top * → Top * (we keep the same symbol for economical reason) by placing on the set of path components of a space the quotient topology induced by the natural projection that assigns to each point its path component. This was done by Daniel Biss [Bis02] and results in a topologized fundamental group functor π qtop 1
: Top * → QTopGrp, where QTopGrp is the category of quasitopological groups 1 and continuous homomorphisms. As clarified by Paul Fabel [Fab09] and Jeremy Brazas [Bra11] , the reason why π qtop 1
, contrary to what is claimed in [Bis02] , does not land in TopGrp is intimately related to the fact that in Top a product of quotient maps need not be quotient. This shortcoming has inspired an ingenious modification [Bra13] of the quotient topology of π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ) to obtain a genuine TopGrp-valued functor π top 1 , consisting in iterating (transfinitely many times, in general) the procedure that places on π 1 (X, x 0 ) the quotient topology with respect to the multiplication π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ) × π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ) → π 1 (X, x 0 ). The additional information encoded in π qtop 1 and π top 1 is inconspicuous for spaces admitting universal covers, whereas it turns out to be useful to discriminate among spaces with complicated local structure, i.e. that fail to be locally path connected or semilocally simply connected. The functor π top 1 allows also for a generalized theory of covering spaces [Bra12a] .
We would like to follow a different route and leave Top in favor of one of its better-behaved supercategories where quotient maps are product-stable, thus yielding a continuous multiplication in the fundamental group. Clearly the new functor will not land in TopGrp but rather in the category of group-objects of the chosen supercategory.
When substituting Top with a larger category there are two contrasting principles at work [Her87] summarized by the catchlines "the ampler the better" and "the meagerer the better", that is, larger extensions are needed when 1 A quasitopological group is almost like a topological group, except that we do not require multiplication to be continuous. stronger convenience requirements are made, whereas smaller extensions generally retain more structure of the original category. In our case it turns out there are at least two suitable extensions of Top: the smaller one is its cartesian closed topological hull EpiTop, whose objects are the so-called epitopological spaces (also known as Antoine spaces), and the larger one is its topological universe hull PsTop, whose objects are the so-called pseudotopological spaces.
In the spirit of the catchlines above, EpiTop and PsTop are large enough to be cartesian closed, and small enough to be still significantly related to Top. The key fact that makes EpiTop and PsTop suited for defining our enriched fundamental groups is the validity of the pasting lemma, together with the concrete reflectivity of the embeddings Top ֒→ EpiTop ֒→ PsTop. We shall give proper definitions in the next sections. Here we only mention that concrete reflectivity does not rule out larger constructs from the list of possibly useful extensions, whereas the validity of the pasting lemma seems to be peculiar to extensions not larger than PsTop.
In common with π does not. This should be compared with the fact that π top 1 preserves finite products (it is not known whether it preserves arbitrary ones). A thorough investigation of basic categorical properties of π epi 1 and π ps 1 has yet to be done.
PsTop and EpiTop
No originality is claimed for this section. The reader familiar with these categories may safely skip it. References for PsTop include [Cho48], [BHL91] , [HCS91] , [Wyl91] . References for EpiTop include [Ant66] , [Mac73] , [Bou75] .
The existence of two different topologized versions of π 1 as reviewed in Sec. 1 can be ascribed to the fact that Top is not cartesian closed. Indeed, if Top were cartesian closed then the two procedures that define π qtop 1 and π top 1 would give the same topologization for π 1 (X, x 0 ). In particular, this topologization would enjoy some desirable properties associated with π , and it would make the corresponding functor land in the category of group-objects of Top, as in π top 1 . It is then natural to construct a variant of these functors on a cartesian closed category related to Top. We might consider subcategories of Top but, in order to keep all topological spaces into the picture, we consider instead its super categories. This has the additional effect of recovering π qtop 1 by reflecting back to Top, as we shall see. For reasons already explained in Sec. 1 we look for extensions that do not depart too much from Top. A useful setting for such a task is that of topological constructs. Loosely speaking, these are categories of structured sets admitting initial and final structures, as Top. More precisely, a topological construct is a concrete category over Set which has unique initial (and hence also unique final) structures with respect to the forgetful functor (see the full treatment [AHS04] for more details). Sometimes a topological construct is assumed to be well-fibered 2 . All the constructs considered in these notes are well-fibered, so in order to facilitate the presentation we tacitly assume a topological construct to be such.
We now recall the notion of an exponentiable object in a topological category. First notice that any topological construct C has concrete products: the product of a family of C-objects (X j ) j∈J is defined as the unique initial lift of the structured source (Π k∈J |X k | → X j ) j∈J . Moreover, given C-objects X, Y, Z and a C-morphism f : X × Y → Z, for each point x ∈ X the set map
Definition 2.1. Given a topological construct | · | : C → Set, an object X ∈ C is said to be exponentiable if for each Y ∈ C there is a C-object, denoted by Y X , such that:
The C-structure defining Y X is called exponential.
Remark 2.2. Notice that for an exponentiable object X ∈ C the corre-
A topological construct is cartesian closed iff all its objects are exponentiable ( [Her74] or [HCS91, Thm 2.14]). Although Top is not cartesian closed, the class of its exponentiable spaces is well understood [EH01] and contains all locally compact Hausdorff spaces. In particular, the interval [0, 1] with its standard topology is exponentiable. Moreover, for a locally compact Hausdorff space X and any space Y ∈ Top the exponential topology defining Y X is the compact-open topology.
Before introducing pseudotopological spaces we briefly recall that, given a map f : X → Y between sets and a filter F on X, we can always define the pushforward filter f * F on Y as the filter generated by the filter base {f (F ) | F ∈ F }. It turns out that f * F = {S ⊂ Y | f −1 (S) ∈ F } and that for any maps g : X → Y and f : Y → Z we have (f • g) * F = f * (g * F ). Moreover, if F is a (principal) ultrafilter then f * F is a (principal) ultrafilter. For a set X and x ∈ X we denote by F (X) the set of all filters on X, by U (X) the set of all ultrafilters on X and byẋ the principal ultrafilter on X consisting of all supersets of {x}.
Definition 2.3 (PsTop).
A pseudotopological structure on a set X is a relation u ⊂ U (X) × X such that (ẋ, x) ∈ u for each x ∈ X. The pair (X, u) is called a pseudotopological space, or pseudospace for short. A map f :
We denote by PsTop the category whose objects are all pseudospaces and whose morphisms are all continuous maps between them.
The set of all pseudotopological structures on a given set is a complete lattice with respect to set inclusion. The least and greatest elements are, respectively, the discrete pseudotopological structure {(ẋ, x) | x ∈ X} and the indiscrete pseudotopological structure U (X) × X. Given a set map f : X → Y , a pseudospace structure u on X induces the pseudotopological structure {(f * U , f (x)) | (U , x) ∈ u} ∪ {(ẏ, y) | y ∈ Y } on Y and this is the least one among all pseudotopological structures on Y making f continuous. It is the final pseudotopological structure with respect to the pseudospace (X, u) and the set map f . Dually, a pseudospace structure u on Y induces the pseudotopological structure {(U , x) | (f * U , f (x)) ∈ u} ∪ {(ẋ, x) | x ∈ X} on X and this is the greatest one among all pseudotopological structures on X making f continuous. It is the initial pseudotopological structure with respect to the pseudospace (Y, u) and the set map f . It follows that the category PsTop together with the obvious forgetful functor, defined by |(X, u)| = X on objects and the identity on maps, is a topological construct. Explicitly, the initial pseudotopology u on a set X with respect to a collection of maps {f j : X → (X j , u j )} j∈J is the intersection of all the initial pseudotopological structures induced by each f j . Dually, the final pseudotopology u on a set X with respect to a collection of maps {f j : (X j , u j ) → X} j∈J is the union of all the final pseudotopological structures induced by each f j .
In the following we often use the alternative notation U → u x, or more simply U → x, to indicate (U , x) ∈ u. When there is no possibility of confusion we adopt the abuse of notation of writing X for the pseudospace (X, u) and, accordingly, sometimes we use the notation U → X x.
A pseudotopological structure u ⊂ U (X) × X induces a relation u ′ ⊂ F (X) × X defined by (F , x) ∈ u ′ iff for all ultrafilters U ⊃ F we have (U , x) ∈ u. When we write F → x for a filter F on a pseudospace (X, u) we thus mean 4 (F , x) ∈ u ′ . Not surprisingly, Top can be viewed as a full isomorphism-closed subcategory of PsTop by assigning to each topological space X the pseudospace consisting of the same underlying set equipped with the pseudotopological structure given by ultrafilter convergence.
As opposed to Top, the construct PsTop is cartesian closed [HCS91] . For X, Y ∈ PsTop the exponential pseudotopology on PsTop(X, Y ) is given by declaring, for a filter
Definition 2.4 (EpiTop).
A pseudospace X is called epitopological, or an epispace for short, if it is the initial pseudospace 5 with respect to a collection of maps ¶
The collection of all epispaces determines a full isomorphism-closed subcategory of PsTop denoted by EpiTop.
Every topological space X ∈ Top is epitopological by considering the bijection X → X { * } , x → ( * → x) where { * } is a one-point topological space, therefore Top is a full isomorphism-closed subcategory of EpiTop. Given Y ∈ EpiTop, the exponential pseudotopology on PsTop(X, Y ) turns out to be epitopological [Mac73] and thus every epispace is exponentiable. In other words, EpiTop is cartesian closed. In a precise sense, EpiTop is the smallest cartesian closed topological construct generated by Top (called the cartesian closed topological hull of Top, see e.g. [LSV09] for more details).
4 It is actually possible to define a pseudotopological structure directly by means of filters rather than ultrafilters, thereby using a relation v ⊂ F (X)×X, in which case we must append to the single axiomẋ →v x the following two additional axioms:
We summarize all these results in the next proposition.
Proposition 2.5. Of the three topological constructs
Top ֒→ EpiTop ֒→ PsTop , the last two are cartesian closed. For X, Y ∈ PsTop, the exponential pseudotopology defining Y X is the one described above. Moreover:
(1) whenever Y ∈ EpiTop, we have Y X ∈ EpiTop. Therefore, the exponential epitopology is just the exponential pseudotopology applied to epispaces; (2) whenever X, Y ∈ Top with X locally compact Hausdorff, we have Y X ∈ Top. Therefore, for a locally compact Hausdorff space X the exponential topology is just the exponential pseudotopology applied to spaces.
The next proposition shows that the inclusions Top ֒→ EpiTop ֒→ PsTop admit left adjoints.
Proposition 2.6. There are concrete reflectors
This means, say for R 1 , that for each X ∈ PsTop there is R 1 X ∈ EpiTop such that: |X| = |R 1 X|, the identity map id : X → R 1 X is continuous, and for each continuous map f : X → Y with Y ∈ EpiTop the map f : R 1 X → Y is continuous as well. Analogously for R 2 and for the composition R := R 2 R 1 . Moreover, R 2 is the restriction of R to EpiTop, and R admits the following simple description: for X ∈ PsTop, a subset S ⊂ |X| is open in RX iff whenever U → x ∈ S we have S ∈ U . Sketch of proof. We proceed backwards: it can be checked that the given description of R defines a concrete reflector, so its restriction R 2 to EpiTop is also a concrete reflector. The existence of a concrete reflector R 1 satisfying R = R 2 R 1 relies on the fact that EpiTop is initially closed in PsTop [Mac73] [AHS04, Prop. 21.31] and the fact that all constructs considered here are amnestic [AHS04] .
Notice that each reflector is the identity functor when restricted to its respective image category. By the general theory of topological constructs [AHS04] one of the consequences of Prop. 2.6 is the following. We mention in passing that by [SWS92] quotient maps in EpiTop (resp., PsTop) between topological spaces correspond exactly to product-stable (resp., pullback-stable) quotient maps in Top.
A pasting lemma in PsTop and EpiTop
In this section we state and prove a generalization to PsTop (and hence also to EpiTop) of the pasting lemma in Top which we now recall (see e.g. [Dug66, Chap III, Thm 9.4]).
Lemma 3.1 (Pasting Lemma in Top). Let X be a topological space and {X j } j∈J a cover of X such that either (1) all X j are open, or (2) all X j are closed, and form a locally finite family 6 .
If Y is a topological space and f : X → Y is a function such that each restriction f j : X j → Y is continuous, where each X j carries the subspace topology, then f is continuous.
Lemma 3.2 (Pasting Lemma in PsTop)
. Let X be a pseudospace and {X j } j∈J a cover of X such that either (1) all X j are open in the reflected topological space RX, or (2) all X j are closed in RX, and form a locally finite family in RX.
If Y is a pseudospace and f : X → Y is a function such that each restriction f j : X j → Y is continuous, where each X j carries the subspace pseudotopology, then f is continuous.
Remark 3.3. Lemma 3.2 applies verbatim to EpiTop by Cor. 2.7. When the pseudotopologies of X and Y are topological, we recover Lemma 3.1.
Before proving Lemma 3.2 we need to recall the notion of pullback for filters. In contrast to pushforwards, the pullback of a filter does not always exist. However, we have the following. Definition 3.4. Let f : X → Y be a map between sets and let F be a filter on Y . If f −1 (F ) = ∅ for each F ∈ F then we define f * F as the filter generated by the filter base {f −1 (F ) | F ∈ F }. Lemma 3.5. When defined, the filter f * F satisfies the formula F ⊂ f * f * F . In particular, if F is an ultrafilter and f * F is defined then f * f * F = F , which implies f (X) ∈ F .
Proof. We compute:
When F is an ultrafilter, by the maximality of F we have equality. 6 We recall that a family of subsets of a topological space is locally finite if each x ∈ X has a neighborhood intersecting only finitely many of them.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We first assume that all X j are open in RX. Take U → x with x ∈ X j for some j. By openness we have X j ∈ U , so every U ∈ U has non-empty intersection with X j and by Lemma 3.5 applied to the inclusion map j : X j ֒→ X we have j * j * U = U . Therefore j * U → x in X j by the definition of subspace pseudotopology, and by the continuity of f j we have f j * (j * U ) = f * (j * j * U ) = f * (U ) → f (x) which proves f is continuous. This proves the lemma for case (1). Now we assume case (2), that is, all X j are closed in RX and form a locally finite family in RX. Take U → x. By assumption there is an open set V containing x and covered by finitely many closed sets X j , call them X j 1 , X j 2 , . . . , X jn . We now show by contradiction that at least one among X j 1 , . . . , X jn intersects each U ∈ U : indeed, suppose that for each i = 1, . . . , n there is
U i belongs to U as a finite intersection of elements of U , and V belongs to U because U → x ∈ V with V open, therefore (∩ n i=1 U i ) ∩ V = ∅ and we have the desired contradiction. In order to fix notation, say X k has non-empty intersection with all U ∈ U . By Lemma 3.5 we have k * k * U = U and X k ∈ U . By closedness
Remark 3.6. One is tempted to extend Lemma 3.2 to larger cartesian closed topological constructs such as 7 Lim or Conv, although our proof seems to suggest that the fact that a pseudotopology can be specified in terms of ultrafilters is crucial. In [Pre02, App. A.2] a sort of pasting lemma is proved for functions from a pretopological space to a limit space, allowing for a definition of the fundamental group in Lim (and, by recurrence, of all higher homotopy groups). However, that lemma does not ensure the continuity of loop concatenation in a loop limit space (for that we would need a pasting lemma for functions between limit spaces) and thus it does not lead to a notion of a fundamental group enriched over Lim. Whether such a notion exists remains an open problem. On the other hand, the same appendix offers a counterexample to the possibility of extending any form of pasting lemma to Conv (called KConv in [Pre02] ) by exhibiting a convergence space X for which the path concatenation of two "path composable" continuous maps [0, 1] → X is not continuous. In other words, in Conv the unit interval is not suitable to define a reasonable notion of fundamental group.
7 These are constructs consisting of sets equipped with a choice of filters for each point, much like the formulation of PsTop in terms of filters except that weaker axioms are assumed for the choice of filters, see e.g. [CL01] . Problem 1. Extending Lemma 3.2 to Lim, or finding a counterexample to such an extension.
Path-component functors in PsTop and EpiTop
We briefly recall that in Top one can define the path-component endofunctor π 0 : Top → Top which assigns:
• to each space X the quotient space π 0 X of its path components, where the quotient topology is taken with respect to the natural projection q X of X onto the set of its path components; • to each continuous map f : X → Y between spaces the continuous map
For each continuous map f : X → Y between spaces we thus have the commutative diagram
where q X and q Y are quotient maps in Top. Given a product Π j X j of spaces, there is a natural continuous bijection π 0 Π j X j → Π j π 0 X j which is a homeomorphism iff the product of quotient maps Π j q X j : Π j X j → Π j π 0 X j is quotient. Since in Top products of quotient maps need not be quotient, it follows that π 0 does not preserve products (not even finite ones). See [Bra12b] for more details. Substituting Top with EpiTop and PsTop in the construction above, we obtain analogous endofunctors Proof. In PsTop products of quotient maps are quotient, see [BHL91, Theorem 31]. In EpiTop finite products of quotient maps are quotient: to prove it use the characterization of cartesian closedness for topological constructs given in [Her74] or [HCS91, Thm 2.14], together with the fact that EpiTop is cartesian closed.
Let X be a pseudospace and γ : [0, 1] → X be a path in X. Then R 1 γ is a path in the reflected epispace R 1 X and Rγ is a path in the reflected space RX. By Cor. 2.7 we obtain natural continuous surjections p
The commutative diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates the mutual relations among π Proof. When X ∈ Top the map p epi X becomes the identity and we obtain the identification R 2 π epi 0 X = π 0 X. Analogously, when X ′ ∈ EpiTop we obtain
It is natural to ask on which X ∈ Top these new functors coincide with the usual π 0 (or, what is the same by Prop. 4.2, on which X ∈ Top these new (1) π ps 0 X ∈ Top, (2) π ps 0 X = π 0 X, (3) the projection q X : X → π 0 X is biquotient.
Proof. (1) ⇐⇒ (2) is clear. For (2) ⇐⇒ (3), observe that the equation π ps 0 X = π 0 X means that on the set of path components of X the quotient pseudotopology and the quotient topology coincide. By a result of Kent [Ken69, Theorem 5] this is equivalent to the projection q X : X → π 0 X being biquotient.
We recall that a continuous surjection f : X → Y between spaces is said to be biquotient if, whenever y ∈ Y and O is a covering of f −1 (y) by open sets of X, then finitely many f (O), with O ∈ O, cover some neighborhood of y in Y . Spaces for which q X is biquotient include semilocally 0-connected spaces (each path component is open) and totally path disconnected spaces (each path component is a singleton). However, these examples are not exhaustive: the topologist's sine curve has biquotient projection but is neither semilocally 0-connected nor totally path disconnected.
Problem 3. Finding a topological characterization of those spaces X for which the projection q X : X → π 0 X is biquotient. Concatenation and inversion of loops give Ω(X, x 0 ) a natural H-group structure, that is, each loop space is a group up to homotopy. More precisely, we adopt the following definition of an H-group.
Definition 5.1 (H-group
). An H-group structure on a pointed topological space (X, x 0 ) consists of pointed continuous maps ∧ : X × X → X and σ : X → X such that:
(1) the maps x → x ∧ x 0 and x → x 0 ∧ x are pointed homotopic to the identity map id : X → X; (2) the maps x → x ∧ σ(x) and x → σ(x) ∧ x are pointed homotopic to the constant map
The construction of the loop space functor and the definition of an Hgroup make sense in any cartesian closed topological construct containing Top. In particular, we obtain functors
and we can ask whether each loop epi/pseudospace is an H-group. The answer is affirmative, as the next proposition shows. We first record two easy results we shall need.
Lemma 5.2. For each X ∈ PsTop * the evaluation map Ω ps X × [0, 1] → X is continuous. Analogously for EpiTop * and Top * .
Proof. Write it as Ω
Lemma 5.3. For each X, Y ∈ PsTop * , all set-theoretic maps h : X × [0, 1] → Y such that, for each x ∈ X, h(x, 0) = h(x, 1) = y 0 correspond bijectively to all set-theoretic mapsĥ : X → Ω ps (Y, y 0 ). Moreover, h is continuous iffĥ is. Analogously for EpiTop * and Top * .
Proof. Just observe that for a continuous map X → Y [0,1] with image in Ω ps (Y ) the restriction of the codomain to Ω ps (Y ) gives a continuous map X → Ω ps (Y ) (we use the fact that the subspace pseudotopology is initial with respect to the inclusion map).
Proposition 5.4. For each (X, x 0 ) ∈ PsTop * and each (X ′ , x ′ 0 ) ∈ EpiTop * , concatenation and inversion of loops give Ω ps (X, x 0 ) and Ω epi (X ′ , x ′ 0 ) the structure of H-groups.
Proof. The proof is a simple adaptation of the usual proof [Ser51, Chap. IV] in Top, with some care needed when proving continuity of loop concatenation, but for clarity we write it in its entirety. We use symbols l · l ′ and l −1 for loop concatenation and inversion, respectively, and for ease of notation we omit writing the basepoint. We consider PsTop only, the case EpiTop being perfectly analogous. To prove the continuity of loop concatenation let us consider Φ :
. Put momentarily T := (Ω ps X) 2 to save typographic space. The map Φ restricted to sets T × [0, , 1] are closed in R(T × [0, 1]) as well and by the pasting lemma in PsTop, Lemma 3.2, we deduce that Φ is continuous. Now observe that Φ(l, l ′ , 0) = l(0) = x 0 = l ′ (1) = Φ(l, l ′ , 1) so we can apply Lemma 5.3 and conclude that loop concatenationΦ : (Ω ps X) 2 → Ω ps X is continuous. The proof for loop inversion is similar (but it does not use the pasting lemma). We now prove the remaining properties in the definition of an H-group. Let us call e the constant loop at x 0 .
(1) to prove that the map l → l · e is pointed homotopic to the identity map, consider the continuous map φ :
and compose it with the evaluation obtaining the continuous map (notice that this time we shall need the previously established continuity of · to let the argument go through).
Remark 5.5. The above proof shows that, given a cartesian closed topological construct C containing Top as a subconstruct, for each X ∈ C * the loop object Ω C X satisfies all the properties of an H-group except possibly continuity of loop concatenation and homotopy associativity.
In the next proposition we record a useful property of Ω epi and Ω ps that can be proven in exactly the same way as for Ω.
Proposition 5.6. Both Ω epi and Ω ps preserve arbitrary products.
Let X be a pseudospace and l : [0, 1] → X be a loop in X. Then R 1 l is a loop in the reflected epispace R 1 X and Rl is a loop in the reflected space RX. Given that the reflectors do not modify the underlying set-theoretic maps we can identify Ω ps X with a subset of Ω epi X and analogously Ω epi X ֒→ Ω X. These inclusions are continuous by Prop. 2.5. The commutative diagram in Fig. 2 illustrates the mutual relations among Ω ps , Ω epi and Ω.
Problem 5. Understanding for which (X, x 0 ) ∈ PsTop * the inclusion
is initial in EpiTop, that is, for which pointed pseudospaces (X, x 0 ) the epispace
By the above discussion and by Prop. 2.5 it is clear that Ω ps (resp., Ω epi ) is an extension of Ω to PsTop * (resp., to EpiTop * ). We record this fact in the next proposition. 
Epitopological and pseudotopological fundamental groups
We now put together the previous constructions to obtain epi-and pseudotopologizations of the fundamental group of a pointed epi-or pseudospace (in particular, of a pointed topological space). By Prop. 5.4 the set of path components of a loop epi/pseudospace is a group (with multiplication and inversion induced by loop concatenation and loop inversion). On the other hand, the epi/pseudo-topologized path component functors π Definition 6.1. A pseudotopological group is a group equipped with a pseudotopology making the inverse map and the multiplication map continuous. The category of all pseudotopological groups and continuous group homomorphisms between them is denoted by PsTopGrp. The category EpiTopGrp is defined analogously.
Remark 6.2. The obvious embeddings TopGrp ֒→ EpiTopGrp ֒→ PsTopGrp are full, and each category in this chain of inclusions is a topological concrete category over Grp. Moreover, PsTopGrp (resp., EpiTopGrp, TopGrp) is the category of group-objects of PsTop (resp., EpiTop, Top). On the other hand, the category QTopGrp of quasitopological groups is contained neither in EpiTopGrp nor in PsTopGrp. Rather, if we consider all these categories as subcategories of the category of groups with pseudotopology (no requirements on the continuity of operations) and continuous homomorphisms, we have:
The above discussion together with Prop. 5.4 implies that, for each X ∈ PsTop * and each X ′ ∈ EpiTop * , π ps 0 Ω ps X is a pseudotopological group and π epi 0 Ω epi X is an epitopological group. We record this fact in the next definition.
Definition 6.3. The epitopological and pseudotopological fundamental group functors are the composed functors
The mutual relations among these functors are illustrated by the diagram in Fig. 3 , constructed by taking into account the results of the previous sections.
By combining Prop. 4.1 and Prop. 5.6 we get at once the following result. It is also not hard to check that both π epi 1 and π ps 1 are homotopy invariant, that is, given two pointed-homotopic continuous maps f, g : X → Y between pointed epispaces (resp., pseudospaces) the induced maps are equal, π epi 1 f = π epi 1 g (resp., π ps 1 f = π ps 1 g). Analogously, one can check that a change of basepoint induces an isomorphism of epitopological groups (resp., pseudotopological groups). 
Proposition 6.6. Let X ∈ Top * . Then the statements contained in each sublist are equivalent:
(1) (a) π X is a topological group iff q Ω X × q Ω X is quotient, where q Ω X : Ω X → π 0 Ω X is the natural quotient map in Top (thereby settling a question in [BF13, p.17 
]).
Remark 6.7. Let X ∈ Top * be such that Ω X is totally path disconnected. By Prop. 6.6, π 
Conclusions
We identified two supercategories of Top, namely EpiTop and PsTop, where it is possible to define well-behaved enriched fundamental group functors, π epi 1 and π ps 1 , by replicating the quotient construction specified in [Bis02] . One of the key points, which is a new result to the best of the author's knowledge, is the existence of a pasting lemma within these constructs. The productstability of quotient maps in these larger categories guarantees that the target category of π These two functors should be compared with the topologized fundamental group introduced and studied in [Bra13] . In particular, it should be possible to devise a covering epispace theory and a covering pseudospace theory along the lines of [Bra12a] , as well as constructing groupoid versions of π epi 1 and π ps 1 . Obviously it is possible to recursively define all higher homotopy group functors by putting π epi n := π epi 0 (Ω epi ) n and π ps n := π ps 0 (Ω ps ) n . In a broader perspective, it would be nice to investigate how much of classical homotopy theory carries over to this new realm and what, if any, new insight the richer structure of these functors might offer.
